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RAKSO NAIBAF FURNITURE X CHAIRS
WHITE
Seating

2011
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PRODUCT PHOTOS: X Chair

The X chair is inspired by the classic 
roman and historic emporer chairs. It is 
manufactured in MDF, coated white.

It can be used as a chair or as a shelf. 

The chair is 100% designed and 
manufactured in Berlin

X- CHAIR

X-SHELF

LENGTH: 42
WIDTH: 72
HEIGHT: 60

Materials and Finishes: 
Upholstery Finishes Lookbook on Demand

ART. RN_PS_006 PRICE:          370 €

LENGTH: 42
WIDTH: 72
HEIGHT: 60

Materials and Finishes: 
Color Finishes on Demand

ART. RN_PS_007 PRICE:          250 €  

SINGLE MODULE
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PRODUCT PHOTOS: X-Chair Aluminium

He is part of the “aluminium series”. It is 
intended as a stool or an object. The stool 
can be self-assemble in just a few 
minutes. It can be shipped in three 
aluminium sheets.

The chair is 100% designed and 
manufactured in Berlin

X - CHAIR ALUMINIUM

LENGTH:  45
WIDTH:  51
HEIGHT:  51

Materials and Finishes: 
Upholstery Finishes Lookbook on Demand

ART. RN_AS_003 PRICE: 


